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ABSTRACT: 
Increased penetration of distributed generation has created the need for some new 
technologies and also the reemergence of some older technologies too. As these 
technologies penetrate the distribution grid more, engineers need to create models to 
simulate their performance to be able to accurately detail the impact these resources will 
have on the grid. Two technologies examined in this paper are a turbine model for a CHP 
system and an inverter capable of advanced grid support functions. 
CHP, combined heat and power, is an older technology that is seeing a resurgence 
especially on the 1-20 MW capacity scale. When building a CHP system with the 
intention of creating an additional revenue stream by selling power to the grid, a variable 
speed model is necessary in case of an island scenario. A variable speed model is 
essential to not cause local grid instability due to large amounts of over or under 
generation. A variable speed model is developed in this paper to help simulate the 
dynamics of a natural gas turbine during step and ramp changes in demanded power. 
Secondly, an inverter capable of advanced grid support functions is developed to 
meet IEEE 1547-2018 standards with respect to over and under-voltage ride-throughs. 
Voltage ride-throughs are essential for grid stability, so the grid does not lose a large 
percentage of power generation at the slightest disturbance. A logic circuit is developed 
for continuous over and under voltage tripping scenarios and also for return to service 
once the grid has returned to nominal operating voltage conditions. 
Future work will address the coupling of these two models together for a 
complete CHP blockset ready for integration into distribution system models. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
I.1 MOTIVATION
Combined heat and power (CHP) systems couple a fossil fuel prime mover 
turbine system with an electric generator to supply power to a building or to the grid, a 
block diagram is shown in figure 1-1. The combustion of fuel generates exhaust waste  
heat that can also be used in an HVAC system or other applications such as heat for a 
kiln. According to the United States Department of Energy in [1], when heating and 
electric generation systems are separated the overall energy efficiency is between 45% 
and 55%. However, when the two systems are combined the energy efficiency rises to 
between 65% and 85%. Clemson University was awarded a project through the United 
States Department of Energy (US-DOE) to research the reemerging technology of CHP. 
The DOE estimates there is a market for 26,502 CHP installations with an installed 
capacity of 80,767 MW, a breakdown of the sites and installed capacity is shown in table 
1-2. The primary goal of Clemson University’s project is to reduce the mechanical losses
in a CHP system by directly coupling a gas turbine to a high-speed induction generator 
(HSIG) at 15,000 RPM nominal. Another focus for the Clemson University project is to 
Figure 1-1: Block diagram for a CHP system 
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have a fully functioning microgrid without energy storage. As more distributed energy 
resources (DERs) get connected to the grid, their impact on the grid becomes greater as 
well. DERs can negatively impact the grid in many ways. These impacts include but are 
not limited to interrupting protection schemes, additional wear and tear on system 
components, reverse power flow, reduced system inertia, and harmonic distortion.  
 The goal of this research is to develop a full grid-connected CHP model allowing 
others to connect the model to their system and compare it’s impacts on the distribution 
grid to existing models. The model is comprised of two main components a gas turbine 
model and an inverter and control model. These two systems were built separately and 
then combined for full system testing. The minimum threshold for success was to meet 
interconnection standards as specified in IEEE 1547. 
 
 
I.2 GAS TURBINES 
 
 Typical gas turbine modelling for power systems focuses on large, central power 
stations providing hundreds of megawatts (MW) of power to the transmission grid. The 
HSIG for Clemson University’s project is in the 1 MW class which means it will be 
Table 1-1: DOE breakdown of market capacity for CHP installations 
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coupled to a small gas turbine of the same capacity. These small turbines behave much 
differently than their bulk power system (BPS) cousins, so industry standard models like 
GGOV1 are not necessarily applicable to these small systems. The EPA defines micro-
gas turbines as turbines with a capacity between 30 and 330 kW [2].  Some CHP systems 
use a parallel combination of a micro turbines and some will use one larger turbine to 
match the power needs of the generator. The model developed for this project is designed 
as if it is one turbine mated to the generator. Another consideration in modelling the 
turbine is to create a variable speed model. Most turbines, especially BPS turbines, are 
designed for fixed speed operation. Operating at less than rated speed reduces efficiency 
and ramping power up and down increases wear and tear on the turbine. Since the 
turbines are designed for fixed speed operation so too are the models. A CHP designed 
for both grid-tied and island mode needs to be variable speed. Ideally, the CHP system 
will operate at 100% during grid-tied mode to meet the local load’s demands and sell 
power to the grid to create an additional revenue stream for the owner. During islanded 
mode, especially without energy storage, the turbine needs to be variable speed to supply 
clean and reliable power to the local load. 
 
 
I.3 INVERTERS 
 
DERs, in the most common use of the acronym today, typically refers to solar 
photovoltaics (PV), wind turbines, and battery energy storage systems (BESS). However, 
DERs refer to any generation on a distribution feeder, and in this case CHP. These 
systems are connected to local feeders via inverters. The inverter is necessary because 
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some DERs, like PVs and BESSs, generate power in direct current (DC) which cannot be 
put on the alternating current (AC) distribution grid. Other DERs like wind turbines and 
microturbines generate AC power using an induction or synchronous generator. An 
induction generator cannot produce power at 60 Hz therefore prohibiting it from being 
directly connected to the distribution grid. The synchronous machine type DERs will 
generate at 60 Hz, but it will not necessarily be in phase with the grid. An inverter allows 
any DER to connect to the grid. Inverters take a DC input, either direct or from the output 
of a rectifier, and converts it to the desired AC signal. Inverters can be either grid-
following or grid-forming. In grid-following mode, the inverter detects the angle of the 
voltage on the grid through a phase lock loop (PLL) and uses that as reference for its own 
voltage signal. In grid-forming mode, the inverter creates its own angle reference for 
generating the desired voltage signal. Grid-forming mode is also called islanded 
operation, as it is not connected to the grid. While in island mode the inverter will 
continuously monitor the grid to follow its angle in case the inverter gets reconnected to 
the grid. The inverter will continuously monitor the grid unless the grid is not operating 
due to a fault or other system malfunction. 
The inverter’s controls will function in the D-Q reference frame. Both voltage and 
current will be controlled by a decoupled double synchronous reference frame (DDSRF). 
A DDSRF monitors signals with a reference frame following the positive sequence angle 
of the grid, detected by the PLL. The other reference frame follows the negative sequence 
angle of the grid, also detected by the PLL. The negative sequence angle is not used by 
the inverter except for the control scheme. By doubly decoupling the control loops, the 
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inverter is able to track the grid better during unbalanced operation or faulty conditions 
by controlling the D and Q vectors individually. The decoupling is necessary because the 
DDSRF creates a double grid frequency oscillation which is removed via cross terms.  
 
 
I.4 SIMULATION GOALS 
 
 The primary goal for this model’s simulation is to provide clean, low-
harmonically distorted power to the grid. Many factors stand in the way of providing 
clean power. The inverter will be challenged by the response times of the mechanical 
systems in the simulation, the turbine and HSIG, as power demands shift. Mechanical 
systems respond slower than the electrons flowing on the electric grid—electrons respond 
at approximately the speed of light. Additionally, the distribution system is inherently 
unbalanced. For single phase systems, the unbalance isn’t as impactful since the inverter 
would track the angle and frequency of the one phase it’s supplying power to. However, 
the designed CHP system provides 3 phase power. During a voltage unbalance, the phase 
angle difference between phases is no longer 120°. The inverter will have to match the 
phase angle of each of the three phases. Additionally, it will have to track the changes in 
frequency of the 3 phases as the unbalanced loads change. On small feeders the 
unbalances can be extreme. To test the system the simulation model will be put through 
mock commissioning tests like those used to test compliance of inverters with IEEE 
1547. 
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I.5 SUMMARY 
 
 The US DOE has triggered a renewal of CHP projects by funding research 
projects to bring CHP technologies into the 21st century and expand on its capabilities. 
This renewal is fueled by DOE research stating there is potentially 80 GW of new CHP 
generation capacity. The goal for this thesis is to develop a simulation file that includes a 
dynamic turbine model mated directly to a HSIG and interfaced with the grid through an 
inverter capable of advanced grid support functions and be IEEE 1547 compliant. The 
turbine model should be variable speed and power to be able to fulfill diverse loading 
scenarios, since there is no energy storage system planned. A HISG motor does not spin 
at synchronous speed. So, the turbine and generator blockset must be interfaced with the 
grid through an inverter. The inverter will track the grid’s angle through a DDSRF-PLL 
to ensure it is providing synchronous power to the grid. A DDSRF control scheme is 
utilized to allow continuous operation of the inverter not only during normal operating 
conditions, but also during unbalanced and faulty grid conditions, as long as operation it 
is regulatory compliant. 
 
 
 
II. GAS TURBINES 
 
II.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 The principle component in a CHP system is generation is the prime mover. For 
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Clemson’s project, the chosen prime mover is a natural gas turbine. For CHP systems the 
turbines are considerably smaller than the ones typically used on the electric grid. Most 
gas turbines on the grid are applied on the BPS for the transmission grid and have a 
capacity of over 250 MW. From table 1-1, the DOE is anticipating over 26,000 new CHP  
installations with a capacity of less than 5 MW. Small turbines behave differently than 
their larger cousins so a model more tailored to small turbines is desired. The large-bulk 
power generation turbines use large complex models, like CRCMGV, DEGOV, GAST, 
and GGOV1 [3]. As of August 2017, the GGOV1 model is the North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation (NERC) standard [4]. The block diagram for this model is shown 
in figure 2-1. Among the complexities of these models is needing the measurements and  
 
parameters of the turbine that the model is built for. Clemson University does not own or 
operate a natural gas turbine on the Charleston campus. So, for this project, making 
 
Figure 2-1: GGOV1 model block diagram, from [3] 
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obtaining such measurements and parameters impossible because turbine companies do 
not like to disclose intellectual property concerning gas turbines. The primary concern on 
this project for the gas turbine was how will the turbine react during sudden load changes. 
This directly relates to the ramp rate of the gas turbine. For the GGOV1 model shown 
earlier this property was buried in the block diagram and highlighted with the red box. 
Because the ramp rate was so buried and the model would’ve been impossible to replicate 
without the parameters, this model was not chosen. 
 Another model considered was the Rowen model, first developed and published 
in 1983 [5]. This model is simpler than the GGOV1 model, but it has some issues when 
trying to use it for the 1 MW capacity for this project. The first is the model was designed 
for turbines in the 18 MW to 106 MW range. Also, it is only designed for speed ranges 
between 95% and 107%. Since this model is also designed for large, fixed-speed turbines 
this model was also not chosen. 
 
II.2 KISH MODEL AND EXTRAPOLATION 
 
 The model chosen for this project was developed by Gregory Kish at the 
University of Toronto and published in 2011 [6]. Instead of using stock turbine models, 
like the ones mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, Kish developed his own. The 
University of Toronto Mississauga has a 240 kW CHP system on campus that has 4 
Capstone C60 MicroTurbineTM 60 kW turbines connected in parallel. Kish, an electrical 
engineer, needed to develop a model for the University of Toronto’s CHP system for 
electrical performance simulation. A thermodynamic model was developed base off 
transfer functions to simplify the model. The transfer functions could easily be tuned and 
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parameterized for various conditions to ensure its accuracy. This model was developed 
from works [7] and [8] and validated with thermodynamic data. A block diagram for the 
model is shown in figure 2-2. The model works by taking a mass flow rate of air, denoted  
 
ṁa, and returns the mechanical shaft power of the turbine as Pm. The transient response of 
the turbine comes from the time constant of the three chambers of a gas turbine. The 
three chambers of a natural gas turbine are the compressor, combustion chamber, and 
turbine. When developing this model, it was concluded the power output of a turbine is 
directly related to the ability of each of these three chambers to change temperatures. The 
shaft speed is linearly related to turbine output as well. The slower a turbine rotates the 
less air is moving through the turbine because the compressor and turbine aren’t drawing 
as much air with the blades rotating slower. For [6] three different loading conditions 
were examined, 50%, 75%, and 100%. These loading condition parameters are shown in 
table 2-1. The time constants weren’t greatly impacted during the loading conditions, but 
the compressor and combustion chamber temperatures were. Another value that changed 
Figure 2-2: Kish model block diagram, from [6] 
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a decent amount between the different loading conditions was the air to fuel ratio. Like an  
 
internal combustion engine in a car, there is an optimal air to fuel ratio that the fuel 
injectors get set to. For this turbine, since it is designed to operate at 100%, would be 
around 93.1. Operating at 50 and 75%, there is more air than fuel which would result in 
sluggish operation and cause the reduced outlet temperatures. The impact of the sluggish 
performance will be examined later in this chapter in the simulation results section. 
 After recreating and testing the model at the 60 kW level, as designed in the 
paper, the model needed to be extrapolated up to 1 MW. 1 MW is necessary because 
that’s the size of the HISG Clemson is using for this project. As mentioned previously, 
the dimensions of a 1 MW class gas turbine were unattainable. Therefore, the size of a 1 
MW class gas turbine had to be estimated. Using a drawing from [9], the dimensions of 
the Saturn 20, a 1 MW gas turbine, could be estimated, shown in figure 2-3—all 
dimensions shown are in meters. The data sheet gave the external dimensions of the 
blockset which are 6.7 m by 2.4 m. Assuming the drawing is to scale, the image was 
imported into AutoCAD and fit to a 6.7 by 2.4 unit rectangle and the dimensions of the 
Table 2-1: Turbine Model Parameters for different loading conditions 
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compressor, combustion chamber, and turbine were measured using the dimension of  
 
perpendicular lines measuring the approximate length and diameter. These approximated 
measurements are shown in table 2-2. Also pulled from [9] was the inlet air flow of the  
 
turbine which was 5.8 kg/sec. In the model, 5.8 kg/sec corresponds to 1 MW like Saturn 
20’s rating which adds some validity to [6]’s work and its extrapolation up to the 1 MW 
size. 
The only parameter changed between the 60 kW system developed in [6] and the 
1 MW turbine used for this study is the time constants. Partially because the ideal air to 
fuel ratio for a turbine will depend on the model also because the temperatures of the 
different chambers will likely be similar because the fuel remains constant, so should the 
combustion temperature. By making the time constants bigger, the response of the turbine 
 
Figure 2-3: Approximate dimensions of the Saturn 20 gas turbine 
Table 2-2: Approximate Turbine Measurements 
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will slow down. The time constants for the turbine system are defined as the ratio of 
length of the specific chamber to mean air speed. This ratio describes the ability of the 
individual chamber to change temperature which affects the ability of the turbine to 
change the output power. To get the mean air speed flowing through the chamber, the 
input mass flow rate of air to the turbine is converted. To do so is a two-step process, 
equations 2-1 and 2-2 show the process. First, the volumetric flow rate (V̇) is calculated 
by the input mass flow rate of the chamber’s air/fuel mixture (ṁ) divided by the density 
(ρ) of the mixture. Second, the mean air speed (Uavg) is calculated by dividing volumetric 
flow rate by the cross-sectional area (CSA) of the chamber. Finally, the time constant (τ) 
can be calculated by dividing the chamber length by the mean air speed, shown in 
equation 2-3. Since the inlet mass flow rate was given in metric units (kg/s) metric was  
used for the other units. Density values were in kg/m3 to return a volumetric flow rate in 
m3/s. Mean air speed was calculated in m/s using the m3/s of volumetric flow rate and the 
approximate turbine dimensions in m. The turbine time constants are measured in ms. 
Unlike the given time constants from [6], the time constants for combustion chamber and 
the turbine are not the same for the different loading conditions. This is due to the relative 
size of the turbines where large speed fluctuations had little effect on the time constant 
𝑉ሶ  ൌ  𝑚ሶ𝜌  
 
𝑈௔௩௚ ൌ  𝑉ሶ𝐶𝑆𝐴 
 
𝜏 ൌ  𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑈௔௩௚  
(2-1) 
 
 
(2-2) 
 
(2-3) 
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because the small cross-sectional area of the chambers dominated the equation. 
The air mixture for the compressor is the same for all three loading conditions 
since the compressor is drawing air from the surroundings. Calculating the time constant 
for the compressor was straight forward then since the density of the mixture was 
constant. However, the air mixture is slightly different for the three loading conditions 
since the air to fuel ratio is different, from table 2-1. The density for the air mixture for 
the combustion chamber and turbine was held constant for the individual loading 
conditions. The density can be held constant because nothing is added to the turbine 
system after fuel is injected. However, this is an approximation because the gas in the 
turbine is already combusted and the chemical properties have changed from that of the 
combustion chamber. This was not explored because that depth into the combustion of 
natural gas, the resulting products, and how the density is affected by incomplete 
combustion was beyond the scope of this project. To calculate the appropriate fuel 
mixture density for the combustion chamber and the turbine, the mass flow rate of air was 
divided by the air-to-fuel ratio to give the mass flow rate of gas injected into the 
combustion chamber. The mass flow rates of gas were 62.3 g/s, 55.9 g/s, and 49 g/s for 
100%, 75%, and 50% loading conditions respectively. Next, a weighted average of the 
density of the two gases, air and natural gas, was calculated based on the volumetric flow 
rates. For example, at 100% loading conditions the mass flow rate of air is 5.8 kg/s and 
the mass flow rate of natural gas is 62.3 g/s. By volumetric flow rate, the air is 98.9% of 
mixture while only 1.1% is natural gas. Using 1.225 kg/m3 as the density of air and 0.8 
kg/m3 as the density of natural gas, the weighted density of the air and gas mixture at 
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100% is 1.220kg/m3. This step is performed for both 75% and 50% loading conditions 
too. Once the weighted densities of the mixtures are calculated, time constants for the 
combustion chamber and turbine could be calculated. The new time constants for the 
compressor, combustion chamber, and turbine of the 1 MW turbine are shown in table 2-
3. Due to constraints in the model and the time constants being in the denominator  
 
of a couple transfer function blocks, an average of the three loading condition time 
constants for the combustion chamber and turbine was taken. The three calculated 
combustion chamber constants have a standard deviation of 0.15 and the three calculated 
turbine time constants had a standard deviation of 0.04. The variation in the time 
constants between the different loading conditions were small enough that this 
approximation could be used. 
Typically, the larger a turbine is and the slower it spins. The C60 turbine, for 
example, is rated at 96,000 RPM. Whereas a Saturn 20 turbine has a rated speed of 
22,300 RPM [9]. This characteristic is due to the larger radius of the compressor and 
turbine blade size. A turbine operates best when the fan tip speed approaches the speed of 
sound. 22,300 RPM is still faster than the 15,000 RPM rating of the HSIG for this 
project. Since the goal of the project is to eliminate any gear box between the turbine and 
HISG, the turbine manufacturers will likely have to create a shorter length greater 
Table 2-3: Time constants for a 1 MW sized turbine 
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diameter turbine that will produce 1 MW of mechanical power, or slightly more due to 
mechanical and electrical losses in the system, at 15,000 RPM. 
 
II.3 VARIABLE SPEED DEVELOPMENT 
 
 There is no blueprint for a variable speed gas turbine model, therefore, one had to 
be developed. Since [6] gave three different loading conditions, a rough blueprint for a 
variable speed model was given. Using the different loading conditions at 50, 75, and 
100% were used for different power ranges. The power ranges and their corresponding 
loading conditions are shown in table 2-4. Since the loading conditions were given in 
25% increments, a 12.5% step seemed logical to divide the  
 
difference between two different loading conditions in half. For example, the 75% 
loading condition is used for loads in the range of 75% +/- 12.5%. For power demands 
less than 50% of rated power, the 50% loading conditions were used, however these 
loading conditions should be avoided as the turbine will operate at a greatly reduced 
coefficient of efficiency and could damage itself.  
 The model behaves linearly under consistent loading parameters. Therefore, the 
mechanical power output of the turbine can be written as a function of the input mass 
flow rate in a standard slope intercept form with an R2 value greater than 0.9999. 
Table 2-4: Loading conditions for different power ranges 
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Equations 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 show the linear equation for 50%, 75%, and 100% loading  
conditions respectively. As the loading conditions decrease from 100% to 75%, and 
ultimately to 50%, the slope of the relationship between input mass flow rate to 
mechanical power out becomes less steep. Meaning, a greater increase in supplied fuel 
rate is required to produce 1 more kW on the turbine’s shaft. The percent difference of 
the slopes between 100% and 75% loading conditions is 9.5%. The percent difference of 
the slopes between 75% and 50% loading conditions is 17.2%. The bigger percentage 
drop is indicative of the drop off in turbine performance when it is operated at less than 
100%. 
 Two different methods were developed to create the actual variable speed model. 
The first used three identical transfer functions for the turbine model with the different 
loading conditions programmed into the gain blocks. A selector block was used to route 
the input mass flow rate to the appropriate mass flow rate. Because the model would 
switch back and forth between transfer functions, the integrators in a transfer function 
would get “socked” each time the model would switch to them. This created large power 
spikes that are unacceptable if this would be implemented and used to emulate a turbine, 
as intended for this project, shown in figure 2-4. To try to help alleviate these power 
spikes, a saturation block was added on to the output so these spikes wouldn’t be an order 
of magnitude greater like what was experienced, shown in figure 2-5. This helped limit 
Pout = 127.13 * ṁa + 1.9919 
 
Pout = 153.53 * ṁa + 0.0844 
 
Pout = 169.65 * ṁa + 1.3757 
(2-4) 
 
(2-5) 
 
(2-6) 
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the severity of the power spikes, however the duration of the impact of the spike  
 
increased. This was not acceptable for the purposes needed for this study. 
 A second method was developed and ultimately used. This method used the same 
transfer function for each loading condition and the parameters for the different loading  
conditions were changed as needed. This helped with the power spikes some, because the 
integrator “shocking” was eliminated, however a lesser problem that needed to be 
addressed was introduced. The two blocks from figure 2-2 pertaining to the specific heat 
Figure 2-4: Initial variable speed test 
  
Figure 2-5: Saturation block added before the output of the turbine model 
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of the exhaust were gain blocks with considerable magnitude and magnitude changes. 
The exhaust gains ranged from about 126,000 to 171,000 with the biggest step change 
being 27,000. The air gains weren’t as extreme, ranging from about 63,500 to 88,000 
with the biggest step change being 14,000. These large step changes provided their own 
“shock” to the system. To help with these step changes, a slew rate limiter was placed on 
the gain before being sent to the transfer function. The exhaust gain’s slew rate limiter 
was set to +/- 81,000 which was calculated by taking the largest step and dividing it by 
one-third of a second. The air gain’s slew rate limiter was set to +/- 56,000 which was 
calculated by taking the largest step and dividing it by one-quarter of a second. These 
values were the best ones after trying different rates, changing the time period of the 
ramp. A saturation block is still used on the output to help with start-up. It is set to 1200 
W. The system takes about 1 second to settle. A detailed block diagram from Simulink is 
shown in the appendix 1. An important note on the configuration of the turbine block 
diagram. The model has been configured to take an input speed in rad/s and then converts 
the speed to mass flow rate using three linear equations based on different loading 
conditions. Equations 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9 show these relationships for 50%, 75%, and 100% 
loading conditions.  
 
 
 
ṁa = (ωm – 1.9919) * 199.34 
 
ṁa  = (ωm – 0.1213) * 241.167 
 
ṁa  = (ωm – 4.6167) * 265.987 
(2-7) 
 
(2-8) 
 
(2-9) 
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II.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 
  
To test the turbine model, several different loading scenarios we considered. The 
first test considered ramp and step changes within a single load range. The turbine’s 
power output is shown in figure 2-6. Because the turbine will mostly be operated in the  
 
87.5-100% loading range, the 100% loading condition parameters were used for the test. 
This test started with a speed input of 95% of rated speed for the first two (2) seconds. 
Then from two (2) to four and a half (4.5) seconds, the speed input ramps down from 
95% to 87.5% of rated. Then from four and a half (4.5) to seven (7) seconds the speed 
input ramps up from 87.5 to 100% of rated speed. The turbine stays at rated speed from 
seven (7) to ten (10) seconds before responding to a negative step response down to 
87.5% or rated speed. The turbine stays at this speed until twelve (12) seconds and then 
Figure 2-6: Ramp and step response test at 100% loading conditions 
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steps back up to 100% of rated speed. During the ramp down and ramp up period, the 
reference and output power differed slightly, as show in figure 2-7. During the ramp  
 
down scenario, the turbine was over producing refence by about 8 kW. This was 
occurring at a lag of about 276 ms, meaning the turbine was over a quarter of a second 
behind in responding to the change in power demand. During the ramp up scenario the 
output is under generating when compared to the reference power. The turbine is under 
generating by about 16 kW and lagging the necessary demand by about 325 ms. This 
difference in power would have minimal impact, if any, on frequency during grid-tied 
mode. However, the impact on the system’s frequency needs to be examined in island 
operation where the blockset will be the only generation source. The second half of the 
first test was a step response, shown in figure 2-8. The turbine responds to the step  
 
Figure 2-7: Ramp test at 100% loading conditions 
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down and is within 2% of the nominal reference power in about 390 ms. The step up 
takes about 430 ms for the turbine to recover and be within 2% of the reference power. 
For both cases, step up and step down, the turbine experienced an over or under shoot 
opposite in direction of the step, overshoot for a step down and undershoot for a step up. 
In the physical world this can be explained. When a load applies a heavy torque on a 
shaft the turbine will match that torque in steady state. When that torque is suddenly 
removed, the power will increase because the torque in the system would be cut by a 
magnitude similar to that of the step causing a period of overgeneration. Similarly, when 
there is low torque on a shaft and suddenly the torque increases, the turbine will slow 
until it can reach a new steady state at the necessary load. The maximum over generation 
for this step response is 164.8 kW, and the maximum under generation for this step 
response is 166.6 kW. Again, the frequency impact of this over/under generation should 
 
Figure 2-8: Step response test at 100% loading conditions 
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be examined for when the system is being operated in island mode. 
The second test was to verify the variable speed component of the turbine model. 
The turbine’s output power from this test is shown in figure 2-9. From two (2) to six  
 
(6) seconds the speed input ramps from 0 to 50% of the rated speed where it stays until 
eight (8) seconds. From eight (8) to ten (10) seconds, the input speed ramps from 50 to 
75% of the rated speed stays there until twelve (12) seconds. Then the input speed ramps 
from 75 to 100% of the rated speed from twelve (12) seconds to fourteen (14) seconds 
and remains there. Like in the first test, the turbine lags the reference power, in this case 
by about 303 ms with a power deficit of 37.9 kW, as shown in figure 2-10. During the 
second and third ramp up, the turbine passes through the 62.5 and 87.5% speed 
thresholds. At those points, the model switches the operating parameters, as described in  
 
Figure 2-9: 0 to 100% power ramp test 
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the previous section detailing the variable speed model. A zoomed in view of these two 
power spikes is shown in figure 2-11 and figure 2-12. Also shown in those two figures  
is how the system would’ve reacted if there were no slew rate limiters on the change in 
parameters.  The slew rate limiters caused a slight oscillation but kept the power within 
the same error as the turbine responding to the ramp response. Whereas without the slew 
rate limiters the power swing created a max over generation of 148.2 kW during the 
change between 50% and 75% loading conditions, nearly the magnitude of the step 
response test. During the switch from 75% to 100% loading conditions, again the slew 
rate limiter helped keep the power within the level of the characteritic lag of the turbine, 
but still with a slight oscillation. The slew rate limiter helped shave off the peak of that 
had an over generation magnitude of 101.6 kW. Which the swing isn’t a big as the other 
change, but it is still pretty significant. 
 
Figure 2-10: Power deficit and time delay in the 0 to 100% power ramp test 
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Figure 2-11: Turbine model switching between 50% and 75% loading conditions and the positive 
impact the slew rate limiters have on the change 
 
Figure 2-12: Turbine model switching between 75% and 100% loading conditions and the positive 
impact the slew rate limiters have on the change 
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II.5 SUMMARY 
 
 Finding a model for a microturbine was crucial for this project. Existing industry  
standard gas turbine models applied to power systems deals with BPS sized gas turbines. 
They’re also designed for fixed speed operation near 100%. The Rowen model isn’t an 
industry standard and is also much simpler than the GGOV1 model. However, like the 
industry standard models, it is for large turbines greater than 18 MW and operation speed 
between 95% and 107%. The Kish model proved to be the best option for this project. As 
designed, it is a model for a 60 kW turbine. However, this generation capacity is closer to 
the 1 MW desired rating than the Rowen model. Additionally, a 1 MW turbine will 
operate more like a microturbine than a BPS turbine. Although the Kish model was also 
designed for fixed speed operation, the different loading parameters given in the paper 
made making a variable speed model easy. Also, having the different turbine parameters 
laid out a blueprint to extrapolate the model up to the desired machine output. The time 
constants were the only parameter that needed to be changed between the 60 kW and 1 
MW machine. Obtaining the measurements required to calculate new time constants was 
a challenge due to manufacturers not releasing their intellectual property. Therefore, 
these measurements had to be estimated using a sketch drawing from a data sheet. After 
estimating the dimensions of the three chambers, the time constants could be estimated 
using some fundamental unit conversions and thermodynamic principles. Developing a 
variable speed model was an inferring process. The variable speed model developed was 
based on 12.5% increments resulting in the speed ranges being from 0 to 62.5%, 62.5 to 
87.5%, and 87.5% to 100%. The inverter model was based off transfer functions and 
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several integrator blocks. During start-up there is a large power swing caused by the 
integrators winding-up. This can be ignored and considered a start-up characteristic of the 
model. The first variable speed model had large power swings during the transition 
between loading conditions that were unacceptable for this study, even after trying to 
alleviate the problem with saturation blocks. A second variable speed model strategy was 
developed that helped with these large power swings, but the results still weren’t 100% 
satisfactory. To improve on the power swings seen in the second strategy, a slew rate 
limiter was added on the two large gains dictating the model that helped minimize the 
power swings to within the difference between turbine and reference power typically seen 
during a ramp response. The slower time constants of the 1 MW turbine could potentially 
cause some frequency issues since the system has a maximum delay time of around 325 
ms for the ramp test and 460 ms for the step test. During most scenarios, a slight 
under//over generation of less than 40 kW when responding to ramps in demand. Worst 
case scenario, the system will have some under over and under generation swings of 
about 165 kW during a +/- 12% step response. This shouldn’t be long enough to cause an 
under frequency trip, but power quality could be a concern for a short period of time. 
 
III. INVERTER MODEL 
 
III.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
When integrating a distributed generation source like PV or in this case CHP with 
an asynchronous generator, an inverter is needed. PVs generate power in DC and 
asynchronous generators generate power at a frequency dependent on the speed they are 
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rotating. 15,000 RPM is 250 Hz—over 4 times greater than the grid’s frequency. 
Therefore, the signal needs to be converted to one at 60 Hz. Any AC to AC inverter 
involve multiple steps to complete this conversion of signals. AC to AC inverters use a 
variety of back to back AC to DC converters. The intermediate DC signal allows for the 
generation of a different AC signal. The DC bus will likely have a capacitor that acts like 
a compressed spring in a mechanical system. The DC link capacitor has the ability to 
either store or provide energy to help keep the DC bus voltage at a near constant level. 
The control for this inverter uses two DDSRF control schemes one for positive and 
negative sequence voltages that functions as a PLL to detect the positive and negative 
sequence angle of the grid and the other for the positive and negative sequence currents.  
Once the model is complete, it must be tested against the ride through standards 
for over and under-voltage in compliance with IEEE 1547-2018 [10]. IEEE 1547 is the 
standard for interconnection and interoperability of all DERs on the subtransmission 
level.  
 
III.2 MODEL AND CONTROL 
 
The first step in making the inverter model was to focus on only the inverter itself 
and not have the turbine and generator connected to it. Therefore, only a DC to AC 
converter from the DC bus to the grid is considered for this chapter. The turbine was 
modelled as an ideal current source. The grid was modelled as a Y-connected slack bus at 
600 Vl-l rms. Under balanced conditions a readymade Simulink block was acceptable. 
However, the source needed to be programmable for different voltage sag conditions. 
When 1 phase sags, the other 2 phases are affected. Sags are traditionally talked about in 
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terms of line to line magnitudes. Not only are the magnitudes of the voltage affected, the 
phase angle between the phases changes too. Using an excel spreadsheet calculation tool 
based off [11], the desired line to line sag was input to calculate the line to neutral phase 
magnitude and phase angle for phases B and C. Phase A was normalized to 0° for all 
calculations. Figure 3-1 shows how phase B is set and adjusted during the simulation for  
 
different grid conditions. There are two time controlled switches that initiate the phase 
change. At start-up the grid is in balanced conditions so the phase shift for phase B, 
denoted by the constant block “ph” is set to 120°. Once the time threshold is met, the 
phase angle of phase B becomes “phstar” which is the new phase angle for a particular 
sag condition. The second time controlled switch returns the phase angle back to 
nominal. The phase shift is then subtracted from the grid’s angle, denoted “theta_ref,” to 
get the true angle of phase B. The other block that controls the voltage is the signal 
builder block denoted “Phase B Sag.” In this block, the signal is adjusted between 0 and 1 
and then multiplied by the nominal line-to-neutral peak voltage so get the proper percent 
sag of the phase. The cosine of the phase angle and the sagged voltage magnitude is then 
sent to a controlled AC voltage source. The same thing is done for both phase A and C 
for the voltage magnitude and phase C for the new phase shift. 
Figure 3-1: Phase B voltage block diagram for dynamic adjustment 
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The PLL is the most important part of the controller. Without the PLL, the 
inverter would not be able to track the grid’s voltage and would not allow the inverter to 
stay in synch with the grid. Pushing out of synch power onto the grid could cause 
problems and violations. If the PLL doesn’t lock onto the grid angle and stay locked on 
causing the generation frequency to fluctuate, the oscillations can be seen halfway across 
the United States, if the generation source is large enough. [12] examines an oscillation 
event in Florida caused by one generation unit that impacted grid frequency as far away 
as North Dakota.  The PLL used for this inverter model is from [13], the block diagram is 
shown in figure 3-2 (a) with the DC block expanded in figure 3-2 (b). The decoupling 
terms are used to compensate out the effect of a double frequency oscillation cause by the 
counter rotating reference frames. The grid angle is obtained off the positive sequence Q 
axis voltage. That voltage is PI controlled to give the estimated grid frequency. The 
integral of grid frequency is the grid angle. This becomes θPLL+. The PI gains for 
calculating the grid frequency follow [13] and are 2.22 and 246.7 respectively. Figure 3-2 
is used again with the negative sequence grid angle input to the system which is derived 
off the negative sequence Q axis voltage in the same manner mentioned before and 
denoted θPLL-. The two angles calculated with the DDSRF PLL are later used in the 
current controller. 
There are only two readymade power systems blocks in the model, a two-level 
converter and a corresponding two-level three-phase PWM generator. The PWM 
generator is controlled by two inputs which control the six firing pulses set to the 
converter. The two inputs are the DC bus voltage and Vabc*. The DC bus voltage is the  
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voltage across the DC link capacitor. The DC link capacitor has a capacitance of 700 μF. 
The DC bus voltage is controlled by Id+. Id+ is calculated by the PI controlled error in the 
DC bus voltage versus the DC bus reference voltage, as described in [14]. The PI gains 
 (a) 
 (b) 
Figure 3-2: DDSRF PLL block diagram from [13] 
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were set as they were in [14] to be 0.2 and 10 respectively. Vabc* is calculated by the 
current controller. 
The current controlled used in this model is a DDSRF current controller 
developed in [15] and enhanced in [16]. The block diagram for the current controller is 
shown in figure 3-3. Because there’s two reference frames tracking the positive and  
 
negative sequence grid angles, the cross terms are required to compensate the double 
frequency created by this control method. The current controller also needs to tell the 
PWM generator what voltage the converter should be generating. The difference between 
 
Figure 3-3: Enhanced DDSRF current controller from [15] 
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reference current and the cross component compensated value is put through a PI 
controller for one part of each of the four voltage components, Vdq+/-. The other part of 
these four voltages is the voltage drop across the line inductance of the lines connecting 
the inverter to the grid. The line current can be described by the sum of Idq+ and Idq-. All 
four of these currents are multiplied by the grid frequency and a subtracted from the D 
axis components and added to the Q axis components of the DQ+/- voltages components 
already calculated. This system is designed to push power to the grid. That means the 
bridge voltage must be higher than the grid voltage because of the voltage drop across the 
line inductors. However, the current measurement blocks are oriented so current coming 
from the grid is positive. So, for calculating the voltage of the converter the voltage drop 
calculated is subtracted from the grid voltage. This calculated voltage for the converter to 
replicate is denoted Vabc*. For this current controller, the PI gains were published in per 
unit values at 0.797 and 277.22. How the per unit values were derived were not clear. 
When building the model there was some perceived sign and block diagram issues. So, to 
help isolate the issues the P and I gains for the current controller were taken down to 
almost 1 and 0 respectively. After troubleshooting for an extended period of time and 
rebuilding the model twice, the PI gains were set to 5 and 500. This made the current 
controller function flawlessly and each of the controllers started regulating properly. The 
final values of the current controller’s PI were set to 2.5 and 500 respectively. Another 
tuning aspect considered was the DC link capacitor. The value of the DC link capacitor in 
[16] was set to 4,700 μF. The response of the DC bus voltage was sluggish. By dropping 
the DC link capacitor down to 700 μF, the DC bus voltage was stable but also responsive 
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to change when it needed to be. 
 
III.3 ADVANCED GRID SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
 
Historically, grid-connected inverters have been a sensitive device. Typically, an inverter 
likes to only interact with balanced grid voltages and would trip off with the slightest 
disturbance. As more and more DERs are added to the grid this can cause widespread 
stability issues. If DER penetration on a feeder becomes the dominant generation source 
and suddenly it trips offline, there could be some undervoltage and under frequency 
violations along with momentary instability. For large DERs on the transmission level, 
their sudden tripping could cause there to be a short brown out or worse a black out. 
IEEE 1547 was developed to set the standard for DERs at the subtransmission level. 
There is currently a standard in development for DERs on the transmission level. IEEE 
1547-2018 went a step further and set the standard for inverters operating during low and 
over voltage situations. The over and under-voltage minimum ride-through and 
maximum response times are shown in table 3-1. Ride-through standards are also set for  
 
Table 3-1: IEEE 1547-2018 OV/UV ride-through standards, recreated table 14 from [10] 
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frequency. The ride through standards were developed to help increase grid stability as 
DERs become a larger percentage of the grid’s generation portfolio. Another 
characteristic of early inverters is the generation of power at unity power factor. Since 
DERs are relatively new and expensive, utilities have been slow to adopt them and are 
mostly unaware of their grid support functions. Most utilities only pay for kW generated 
and not any reactive power support. Therefore, most inverters are being set and/or 
designed to only generate at unity power factor because there is not incentive to generate 
or consume kVAR. Another thing the standard defined was the ability of new inverters to 
be able to absorb and consume reactive power. The inverter must be able to inject 44% 
and absorb 25% of its nameplate KVA rating [10]. As utilities learn the benefits of these 
reactive power capabilities and find ways to quantitate these benefits, they will soon 
reward DER developers financially for reactive power support. The main part of IEEE 
1547-2018 examined for this part of the project was the ride-through standards for over 
and under voltage. A logic circuit for over and under voltage ride-through trip standards 
is shown in figure 3-4. The logic circuit developed for this simulation was based off a 1 
kHz square wave generator and counter circuits. This gave the breaker 0.001 second 
accuracy for receiving signals to trip offline, which is faster than what the system could 
react in the real world. For a 10 second ride through scenario, the counter circuit would 
send a hit signal at 10,001. The per unit voltages were parameterized into levels. Those 
levels were defined by the standard and are shown in table 3-2. The compare blocks 
allow a Boolean 1 or 0 to pass through. The switches control the reset input on the 
counters. Under normal operating conditions, the counters are reset on every pulse. When  
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the voltage enters a level that’s a ride-through scenario the reset switch will be set to 0 so 
the counter does not reset as long as the voltage stays in that range. Once the counters 
reach the hit value a pulse is sent to a sample and hold block that acts as a step pulse for 
the breaker. A simple impulse has a rising and falling edge. The rising edge would signal 
a breaker operation, but the falling edge would reset the breaker back to the state it was in 
before the operation command. To keep the breaker in the state that’s needed, a sample 
and hold block was implemented to hold the value of the impulse. Only a negative 
 
Figure 3-4: OV/UV ride-through logic circuit 
Table 3-2: OV/UV Levels for Ride-Through 
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impulse would return the breaker back to operation. To get this negative impulse signal, a 
return to service counter circuit was developed that would send a negative one step to 
return the sample and hold back to zero and close the breaker back in. This circuit is 
shown in figure 3-5. After a trip event according to the standard, the inverter must wait a  
 
minimum of 300 seconds. The grid conditions must also be within an acceptable range. 
The voltage must be within 0.917 p.u. and 1.05 p.u, and the frequency must be within 
59.5 Hz and 60.1 Hz. 
 
III.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
 The first test conducted for the inverter was to test the inverter’s functions under 
balanced grid conditions. The inverter was connected to a balanced three-phase 600 Vl-l 
grid slack bus. For all initial inverter testing, the power source behind the inverter will be 
a DC current source injecting 10 A of current into the DC bus. The turbine and generator 
model will be integrated later. As mentioned previously, tracking the angle of the grid is 
critical for any generation source. The PLL for the inverter locks on to the grid voltage 
very quickly and is directly following the grid angle by the start of the third cycle, as 
 
Figure 3-5: Return to service logic circuit 
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shown in figure 3-6. Once the inverter is locked onto the grid’s angle it can successfully  
 
push power to the grid. The job of the inverter is to mimic the grid’s voltage to supply the 
correct voltage at the point of common coupling, supplying as much power as it can. 
Between the point of common coupling and inverter is a 3 phase line that has some 
impedance characteristics. For these simulations, the line resistance was neglected, and 
the line was only represented as having a line inductance of 6 mH. Since the lines are not 
ideal and have an impedance, the inverter must take into consideration the voltage drop 
across the line inductance. The model takes the measured line currents and performs a 
Park transform on the measurement to get the values in the D-Q reference frame. The “0” 
part of the transformation is ignored for now since the grid is not operating under faulty 
conditions. The positive (Idq+) and negative (Idq-) sequence currents are calculated and put 
 
Figure 3-6: Grid vs. PLL angle at start-up during balanced grid conditions 
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through the enhanced DDSRF for current, as defined earlier, to calculate the positive and 
negative sequence voltages across the line inductors. The calculated Idq+ is shown in 
figure 3-7. The D-axis current is negative due to the orientation of the measurement block  
 
in the simulation where positive current is oriented as current drawn from the grid. 
Because the line is modelled as purely inductive, there is only an imaginary power drop 
on the line. The D and Q axis voltages, measured from the gird, are shown in figure 3-8. 
Since the voltage is balanced and nominal, the D axis voltage is at a DC value equivalent 
to that of peak line to neutral voltage and the Q axis voltage is 0. Lastly, the DC bus is 
examined to ensure it is in a steady-state, shown in figure 3-9. After the start-up transient 
period, the DC bus regulates to 1,200 V with virtually zero fluctuation.  
 
Figure 3-7: Positive Sequence Idq under balanced conditions 
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Figure 3-8: Positive sequence Vdq under balanced conditions 
 
Figure 3-9: DC bus voltage during balanced conditions 
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 After testing the inverter to ensure its functionality, the ability for the inverter to 
handle imbalance and ride-through those imbalanced conditions needed to be proven. The 
inverter was put through a series of tests to ensure it met the ride-through standards set in 
IEEE 1547-2018. To reduce long simulation times, the ride-through durations were 
reduced. Proof of concept was the goal. The model could be adjusted to meet the 
standard’s durations by changing the hit values of the various counters. The ride-through 
times shown in table 3-3 show the durations used for these simulations. 
 
The most concise way to present the test results for continuous operation is to perform a 
“ride the staircase test.” This test runs right above, or right below the voltage range for 
just under the threshold time before jumping back up to the next voltage level until the 
system returns to nominal. Assuming 1% measurement accuracy for an inverter, the 
voltage levels were +/- 1% of the threshold values. The first test examined a B-C sag of 
0.51 p.u. initiated at 0.5 seconds and lasting for 1.95 seconds before jumping up to 0.71 
p.u. for another 2 seconds bringing the total sag duration to 3.95 seconds before returning 
to nominal. The results from this test are shown in figures 3-10, 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, 3-14, 3-
15, and 3-16. At 0.5 seconds, the voltage drops sharply to 0.51 p.u. as shown in figure 3-
11. A similar sudden change is seen in the line current at this same moment, figure 3-12. 
There is a transient period that causes the PLL angle to slightly lag the grid angle that 
Table 3-3: Ride-through durations used for testing 
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lasts for the duration of the sag, figure 3-13. The PLL doesn’t lock back onto the grid 
angle until the voltage returns to nominal.  At 1 second in the simulation, there is a large 
transient in the D and Q axis voltages, figure 3-14. This is also seen in the D and Q axis 
currents, figure 3-15. The transient on the D and Q currents causes the DC bus voltage to 
also react at the same point in time, figure 3-16. Looking at the PLL at 1 second, there is 
a sudden disturbance that causes all these changes and it has a severe negative impact on 
the system. The D axis voltage sags even lower. By the end of the 0.51 p.u. sag, the grid 
voltages phases A and C are almost in phase with each other. But as indicated by the 
purple line in figure 3-10, the breaker does not operate. The sag lasts only 0.95 seconds 
which is 0.05 seconds under the 1 second threshold before jumping up to 0.71 p.u. at 2.45 
seconds. This step change helps the system get back within bounds. The phase B and C 
voltages aren’t in phase. The PLL isn’t quite locked onto the grid’s angle, but it is much 
closer than during the period between 1 second and 2.45 seconds. After 2 more seconds, 
the voltage returns to nominal. The total sag duration was 3.95 seconds. This was also 
0.05 seconds less than the 4 second threshold used for this test for a voltage sag between 
70% and 88% of the nominal voltage. Again, the purple breaker status line stayed at 0 for 
the duration of the test meaning the breaker stayed closed the entire time.  
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Figure 3-10: Per-unit voltage and breaker status during the first ride the staircase test 
 
Figure 3-11: Grid voltage during fist ride the staircase test 
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Figure 3-12: Line current during the first ride the staircase test 
 
Figure 3-13: Grid vs. PLL angle during the first ride the staircase test 
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Figure 3-14: Vdq during the first ride the staircase test 
 
Figure 3-15: Idq during the first ride the staircase test 
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 Next a similar test was performed using the same step/time pattern but this time 
using voltages 1% lower than the threshold. A 0.69 p.u. B-C sag was initiated at 0.5 
seconds on and lasting for 1.95 seconds. At 2.45 seconds the sag reduces to 0.87 p.u. and 
lasts until 4.45 seconds for a total sag duration of 3.95 seconds. The results from this test 
are shown in figures 3-17, 3-18, 3-19, 3-20, 3-21, 3-22, and 3-23. The inverter did not 
have any trouble with these conditions unlike the issues seen during the 0.51 p.u. sag 
from the first ride the staircase test. There is still a blip at 1 second, seen throughout the 
test results, but it didn’t impact the system nearly as much as the one seen during the 
deeper 0.51 p.u. sag. As seen in figure 3-17, the breaker status again does not change; the 
system stays grid-tied and operational.  
  
 
 
Figure 3-16: DC Bus voltage during the first ride the staircase test 
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The next two tests were designed to just barely trip the breaker. All over/ under 
voltage conditions lasted only 0.05 seconds longer than the modified ride-through 
durations used for these tests. Instead of initiating a B-C sag for these tests, an A-B sag 
was instead used. The sag calculator tool would not return values for a sag below 50% on 
a B-C fault but would on an A-B sag. So, a 0.49 p.u. sag was the first sag performed on 
A-B. The results from this test are shown in figures 3-24, 3-25, 3-26, 3-27, 3-28, 3-29, 
and 3-30. The now characteristic disturbance occurs at 1 second, but like the second 
staircase test, the inverter is able to still stay on track despite this disturbance. 
Additionally, the inverter handles the 0.49 p.u. A-B sag much better than the 0.51 p.u. B-
C sag. The ride-through duration set for this test was set at 1 second. The sag lasted for 
1.05 seconds so the inverter should trip. As seen in figure 3-24, the breaker does indeed 
open, disconnecting the system from the grid. After three seconds, the breaker closes 
back in because the system had returned for normal operating conditions for 3 seconds. 
The return to service standard duration is 300, but it was shortened to 3 seconds for this 
test. The return to service could also be adjusted like the trip counters and the counter hit 
value could be changed to appropriately satisfy the settings required by the standard. 
 The second test was to show the system works for over voltage conditions as well. 
An over voltage situation of 1.19 p.u. was applied to the system for 3.05 seconds. The 
results from this test are shown in figures 3-31, 3-32, 3-33, 3-34, 3-35, 3-36_, and 3-37. 
Again, the inverter is able to handle this test well. The PLL angle is tighter in line with 
the grid angle than the 0.49 p.u. test, likely because of the additional 30% deviation from 
nominal voltage in the 0.49 p.u. sag compared to the 1.19 p.u. over-voltage condition. 
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The blip at 1 second is still there, but it is even less impactful than in the 0.49 p.u. sag 
condition examined previously. The breaker trips and opens just before the voltage 
returns to nominal, just as the test was looking to prove, shown in figure 3-31. 
 Each threshold was tested at +/- 1% of voltage and +/- 0.05 seconds of the time 
threshold values individually. The accompanying plots for these tests are shown with the 
same graphs seen in this portion in appendix 3. 
 
 
Figure 3-17: Per-unit grid voltages and breaker status during the second ride the staircase test 
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Figure 3-18: Line to neutral grid voltages during the second ride the staircase test 
 
Figure 3-19: Line currents during the second ride the staircase test 
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Figure 3-20: Grid vs. PLL angle during the second ride the staircase test 
 
Figure 3-21: Vdq during the second ride the staircase test 
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Figure 3-22: Idq during the second ride the staircase test 
 
Figure 3-23: DC bus voltage during the second ride the staircase test 
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Figure 3-24: Per-unit grid voltage and breaker status during a 0.49 p.u. A-B voltage sag 
 
Figure 3-25: Grid voltage during a 0.49 p.u. A-B voltage sag 
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Figure 3-26: Line currents during a 0.49 p.u. A-B voltage sag 
 
Figure 3-27: Grid vs. PLL angle during a 0.49 p.u. A-B voltage sag 
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Figure 3-28: Vdq during a 0.49 p.u. A-B voltage sag 
 
Figure 3-29: Idq during a 0.49 p.u. A-B voltage sag 
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Figure 3-30: DC bus voltage during a 0.49 p.u. A-B voltage sag 
 
Figure 3-31: Per-unit voltage and breaker status during a 1.19 p.u. A-B OV scenario 
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Figure 3-32: during a 1.19 p.u. A-B OV scenario 
 
Figure 3-33: Line current during a 1.19 p.u. A-B OV scenario 
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Figure 3-34: Grid vs. PLL angle during a 1.19 p.u. A-B OV scenario 
 
Figure 3-35: Vdq during a 1.19 p.u. A-B OV scenario 
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Figure 3-36: Idq during a 1.19 p.u. A-B OV scenario 
 
Figure 3-37: DC bus voltage during a 1.19 p.u. A-B OV scenario 
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III.5 SUMMARY 
 
 A basic functioning inverter connected to the grid can cause instability, especially 
as the penetration of DERs on vulnerable distribution circuits increases. New inverters 
installed on the grid need to be able to be flexible and follow most of the grid’s transients. 
There are several ways to make this possible. One examined in this study is a DDSRF 
PLL. This type of PLL is great at following the grid’s angle during unbalanced conditions 
because there are 2 counter rotating reference frames keeping track of the ever changing 
grid conditions. The DDSRF works flawlessly during most sag conditions, it seems to run 
very well for the first half of a second during any over/under voltage condition. One half 
of a second into any OV/UV condition, there’s always a blip of varying impact. This blip 
was really apparent on the 0.51 p.u. B-C sag. The magnitude of this blip far exceeded 
those of any of the other tests examined. A closer look at the voltage sag calculator excel 
sheet may be needed to ensure that wasn’t the issue for the voltages almost coming 
perfectly in phase. Another way to improve an inverter’s functionality, is to add a 
DDSRF current controller. Using the improved PLL for grid angle tracking, the DDSRF 
current controller compensates for the double frequency caused by the DDSRF and also 
considers the voltage drop along the line between the inverter and point of common 
coupling to ensure the inverter is supplying the correct voltage to the grid at the 
interconnection.  
In the simulation, several scenarios were considered. The first scenario considered 
was a balanced grid connection to test the PLL’s ability to lock onto the grid’s frequency 
and control the DC bus voltage at 1,200 V. To do so, the bridge voltage generated needed 
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to match that of the grid plus the voltage drop across the line inductance. The inverter 
tracked the grid angle and replicated the grid’s voltage well.  
The next tests were to test the inverter’s ability to handle imbalance scenarios and to 
test the ride-through and reconnection logic. The first two tests were “ride the staircase” 
tests designed to run through multiple voltage levels to prove the breaker wouldn’t open 
even if the sag lasted just under the time threshold. The first one tested a voltage sag 1% 
over the lower level of the voltage ranges. As talked about previously the PLL struggled 
during the first staircase test and performed very badly letting two phases to get almost in 
phase with each other. However, the breaker did not open, and the inverter remained 
operational. The second staircase test tested a voltage sag 1% under the upper level of the 
voltage ranges. The PLL performed much better during this test. Again, the breaker did 
not open during this test case. 
The final set of tests was performed with an A-B sag. Two tests were performed to 
test the ability of the logic circuit to trip for over or under voltage conditions that last just 
longer than the time threshold. A test to test the capability of the inverter to trigger a 
breaker operation for both under and over voltage conditions were designed. Since a 0.49 
p.u. sag couldn’t be achieved on a B-C sag, one was tested to prove the trip logic for an 
A-B sag. The other test designed was for an over voltage condition of 1.19 p.u. Both tests 
had the voltage condition last 0.05 seconds longer than the time threshold for that 
particular scenario. The logic circuit performed flawlessly and operated when it needed 
to. During the 0.49 p.u. sag scenario, the return to service logic circuit was also tested. 
After the voltage conditions returned to nominal, the inverter waited three seconds before 
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triggering the breaker to close back in. This was 1/100th of the duration set by the 
standard, but it proved the capability of the logic circuit.  
 
 
IV. FUTURE WORK  
 
IV.1 COUPLING OF THE TURBINE AND THE INVERTER MODELS 
 
 The final major step in this project is to couple the turbine model with the inverter 
model. Unfortunately, this was only done conceptually, and the simulation side was not 
completed. The block diagram for how the turbine and inverter should be coupled is 
shown in figure 4-1. When coupling the turbine to the HSIG, the one way to do it would  
 
be to calculate the mechanical torque of the turbine. Since mechanical power is a linear 
relationship between angular velocity and torque, the angular velocity can be calculated 
from the input mass flow rate and the power is the output of the model. Dividing the 
output power by the calculated angular velocity will give the turbine’s estimated 
mechanical torque to feed into the HISG. With the given torque, the HSIG will spin 
creating a three-phase voltage at a frequency indicative of the machine’s speed. That 
voltage will then be rectified and pushed to the DC bus. Once on the DC bus, the 
converter will push the power onto the grid by the converter’s control. The power 
  
Figure 4-1: Turbine and generator connected to inverter and grid block diagram 
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generated by the HSIG will be calculated. The demanded power will be input onto the 
DC bus. The rectifier and converter should be operating at near 100% efficiency so 
power losses in those two devices is neglected. However, the power losses in the turbine 
and generator cannot be ignored. So, the error between the demanded power and 
generated power will be added to the generated power. This will ensure the power 
demanded on the DC bus is met. Additionally, a controller will need to be added on the 
HISG, likely a V/Hz controller. 
 
IV.2 INVERTER IMPROVEMENTS 
 
This study was comprehensive, but there is some room for additions and 
improvements. The first such addition is to add a logic circuit for frequency and 
consecutive disturbances. The frequency logic circuit is important for both ride-through 
and return to service. IEEE 1547-2018 has standards set similar for the OV/UV voltages 
conditions for frequency. After an operation and the inverter tripping offline, both the 
voltage and frequency need to be within bounds for a minimum of 5 minutes for a proper 
return to service procedure to be completed. Currently only the voltage bounds are 
considered for returning to service. Consecutive voltage disturbance logic is important as 
well. There are times on the grid where the voltage swings back and forth, temporarily, 
but only for short durations. These events can happen in a scenario when there are high 
winds causing overhead lines to slap together, but not causing a full fault scenario. These 
conditions can leave the inverter vulnerable to high harmonic distortion or damaging 
short duration voltages and currents. If conditions like this occur over a period of time of 
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20 minutes with a minimum of 5 seconds between disturbances, the inverter may trip off 
to protect itself. This scenario was considered; however, it was not implemented due to 
time constraints. 
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APPENDIX 1: SCREEN SHOTS OF THE KISH MODEL MATLAB CODE AND 
BLOCK DIAGRAM FROM SIMULINK 
 
 
%clear; clc; close all 
 
load = 'TurbineInit.mat'; 
 
%Open Loop Model constants 
wm = 981.747; 
ma_dot = 5.9; 
 
% Time Constants 
tau_c = 59.254*10^(-3); 
tau_cc = 96.5587*10^(-3); 
tau_t = 26.9163*10^(-3); 
 
% 100% loading parameters 
T_a100 = 28.6; 
T_c100 = 201.9; 
T_cc100 = 922.9; 
T_t100 = 634.9; 
C_pa100 = 1016; 
C_pe100 = 1188; 
k_afr100 = 93.1; 
 
% 100% Lookup Chart Points 
MavsPout100 = [5.15 875; 
               5.2 883.5; 
               5.3 900.5; 
               5.4 917.5; 
               5.5 934.5; 
               5.6 951.5; 
               5.7 968.5; 
               5.8 985.5; 
               5.9 1002]; 
 
%mass flow rate to power slope and intercept 
mp100 = 169.65; 
bp100 = 1.3757; 
 
%speed to mass flow rate slope and intercept 
mm100 = 265.987; 
bm100 = 4.6167; 
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% 75% loading parameters 
T_a75 = 28.7; 
T_c75 = 180.9; 
T_cc75 = 893.9; 
T_t75 = 634.9; 
C_pa75 = 1017; 
C_pe75 = 1179; 
k_afr75 = 103.7; 
 
% 75% Lookup Chart Points 
MavsPout75 = [4.07 624.8; 
              4.1 629.4; 
              4.2 644.8; 
              4.3 660.1; 
              4.4 675.5; 
              4.5 690.8; 
              4.6 706.2; 
              4.7 721.5; 
              4.8 736.9; 
              4.9 752.2; 
              5.0 767.6; 
              5.1 782.9; 
              5.2 798.3; 
              5.3 813.6; 
              5.4 829; 
              5.5 844.4; 
              5.6 859.7; 
              5.7 875.1]; 
 
%mass flow rate to power slope and intercept 
mp75 = 153.53; 
bp75 = 0.0844; 
 
%speed to mass flow rate slope and intercept 
mm75 = 241.167; 
bm75 = 0.121264; 
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% 50% loading parameters 
T_a50 = 28.8; 
T_c50 = 153.9; 
T_cc50 = 850.9; 
T_t50 = 634.7; 
C_pa50 = 1014; 
C_pe50 = 1165; 
k_afr50 = 118.3; 
 
% 50% Lookup Chart Points 
MavsPout50 = [3.93 499.7; 
              4.0 508.6; 
              4.1 521.3; 
              4.2 534; 
              4.3 546.7; 
              4.4 559.5; 
              4.5 572.2; 
              4.6 584.9; 
              4.7 597.6; 
              4.8 610.3; 
              4.9 623; 
              4.915 624.9]; 
 
%mass flow rate to power slope and intercept 
mp50 = 127.13; 
bp50 = 0.0723; 
 
%speed to mass flow rate slope and intercept 
mm50 = 199.34; 
bm50 = 1.9919; 
 
 
%sim('MW_Kish_Model.slx'); 
%Data from scopes 
P_turbine = SD1.signals(1).values; 
P_ref = SD1.signals(2).values; 
P_noslew = SD1.signals(3).values; 
%} 
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%Open loop plots 
figure(1); %Input mass flow rate vs output power at 100% LC 
 
hold on 
grid on 
p1 = plot(MavsPout100(:,1),MavsPout100(:,2),'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],... 
    'LineWidth',1); 
hold off 
title('Input Mass Flow Rate vs. Output Power 100% Loading Condition'); 
xlabel('m_a_d_o_t (kg/s)'); 
ylabel('Power (kW)'); 
 
figure(2); %Input mass flow rate vs output power at 75% LC 
 
hold on 
grid on 
p1 = plot(MavsPout75(:,1),MavsPout75(:,2),'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],... 
    'LineWidth',1); 
hold off 
title('Input Mass Flow Rate vs. Output Power 75% Loading Condition'); 
xlabel('m_a_d_o_t (kg/s)'); 
ylabel('Power (kW)'); 
 
figure(3); %Input mass flow rate vs output power at 50% LC 
 
hold on 
grid on 
p1 = plot(MavsPout50(:,1),MavsPout50(:,2),'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],... 
    'LineWidth',1); 
hold off 
title('Input Mass Flow Rate vs. Output Power 50% Loading Condition'); 
xlabel('m_a_d_o_t (kg/s)'); 
ylabel('Power (kW)'); 
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figure(4); %Open Loop Power vs Time 
hold on 
grid on 
p1 = plot(tout,P_ref,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0],'LineWidth',3); 
p2 = plot(tout,P_turbine,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',3); 
%plot([3.926,4.229],[240, 240],'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
%plot([3.926,3.926],[240, 202.1],'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,P_noslew,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',3); 
%used for the slew rate test 
hold off 
set(gca,'FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
title('Ramp Test 0 to 100% Power','FontSize',28,'fontname','times'); 
xlabel('time (s)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times'); 
ylabel('Power (kW)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times'); 
legend([p1,p2],'P_r_e_f','P_o_u_t','Location','east','FontSize',24,'fontname','times'); 
%text(3.77,215,'Power 
Deficit','Color',[0,0,0],'LineWidth',2,'fontname','times','FontSize',22); 
%text(3.8,210,'37.9 kW','Color',[0,0,0],'LineWidth',2,'fontname','times','FontSize',22); 
%text(4,244,'Time 
Delay','Color',[0,0,0],'LineWidth',2,'fontname','times','FontSize',22); 
%text(4,236,'302.604 
ms','Color',[0,0,0],'LineWidth',2,'fontname','times','FontSize',22); 
%ylim([550 825]) %For first spike 
%xlim([8.75 10]) %For first spike 
%ylim([800 1025]) %For second spike 
%xlim([12.6 14]) %For second spike 
%xlim([3.5 4.8]) 
%ylim([175 320]) 
ylim([-25 1205]) 
xlim([0 18]) 
%ylim([800 1075]) 
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A1-1: First screenshot of the Kish model in Simulink 
 
A1-2: Second screenshot of the Kish model in Simulink, connects to the right of A1-1 
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A1-3: Loading condition selector circuit. Connects to the vertical wire from A1-1. In 
1, 2, and 3 correspond with 100%, 75%, and 50% loading conditions 
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A1-4: Each of the variables that change during the different loading conditions. In 1, 
2, and 3 correspond with those from A1-3 
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A1-5: Inside the exhaust parameter changing block from A1-4. A similar technique is 
used for each of the other blocks 
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APPENDIX 2: SCREEN SHOTS OF THE INVERTER MODEL MATLAB CODE 
AND BLOCK DIAGRAM FROM SIMULINK 
 
 
 
%clear; clc; close all 
 
%load = 'xFinal1.mat'; 
w_grid = 2*pi*60; 
ph = 2*pi/3; %phase shift 
phstar = deg2rad(120); 
phstarb = deg2rad(136.440); %keep angle positive, angle is negated 
%in simulink 
phstarc = deg2rad(87.123); 
phstarb2 = deg2rad(125.081); %keep angle positive, angle is negated 
%in simulink 
phstarc2 = deg2rad(109.841); 
V_dc_ref = 1200; 
Vsplus = 600*sqrt(2); %Positive sequence voltage 
Vsminus = 0; %Negative sequence voltage 
Vszero = 0; %Zero sequence voltage 
Pwr_ref = 50000; %1e6; 
Iq_ref = 0; 
R = 2; %Line resistance, (ohms) 
L = 0.006; %Line inductance, (H) 
fs = 5e3; %switching frequency 
Vnom = 600*sqrt(2)/sqrt(3); 
kidp = 0.2; %Id Ref proportional gain 
kidi = 10; %Id Ref regulator integrator gain 
kip = 2.5; %Current proportional gain 
kii = 500; %Current regulator integrator gain 
 
Vrms = 600; 
Ts = 5e-6; 
Vo = 600; 
 
%Voltage Levels 
Lvl1 = 1.2; 
Lvl2 = 1.1; 
Lvl3 = 1.05; 
Lvl4 = 0.917; 
Lvl5 = 0.88; 
Lvl6 = 0.7; 
Lvl7 = 0.5; 
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n= 1; 
m = -1; 
 
% **Scope Data** % 
tout = out.VDC.time; 
 
%%*** Figure 1 Data (Grid Voltage LN) 
GridVa = out.SourceV.signals(1).values; 
GridVb = out.SourceV.signals(2).values; 
GridVc = out.SourceV.signals(3).values; 
 
figure(1); %Grid Voltage 
%subplot(3,1,1) 
p1 = plot(tout,GridVa,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,GridVb,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0.8,0],'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,GridVc,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3],'V_a_L_N','V_b_L_N','V_c_L_N','Location','southeast',... 
    'FontSize',24,'fontname','times'); 
title ('Grid Voltage L-N','FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([0.45 0.7]) 
hold off 
 
subplot(3,1,2) 
p1 = plot(tout,GridVa,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,GridVb,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0.8,0],'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,GridVc,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3],'V_a_L_N','V_b_L_N','V_c_L_N','Location','southeast',... 
    'FontSize',24,'fontname','times'); 
%title ('Grid Voltage L-N','FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([2.4 2.7]) 
hold off 
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subplot(3,1,3) 
p1 = plot(tout,GridVa,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,GridVb,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0.8,0],'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,GridVc,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3],'V_a_L_N','V_b_L_N','V_c_L_N','Location','southeast',... 
    'FontSize',24,'fontname','times'); 
%title ('Grid Voltage L-N','FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','FontSize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([4.4 4.7]) 
hold off 
 
%%*** Figure 2 Data (Vd/ Vq, Data set, so no time needed!!!) 
Vd = out.VDQ{1}.Values; 
Vq = out.VDQ{2}.Values; 
 
figure(2); %Vd Vq 
p1 = plot(Vd,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(Vq,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2],'V_d^+','V_q^+','Location','east','Fontsize',24,... 
    'fontname','times'); 
title ('V_d and V_q plus','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([0 5]) 
ylim([-35 550]) 
hold off 
 
%%*** Figure 3 Data (Id/ Iq) 
Id = out.IDQ.signals(1).values; 
Iq = out.IDQ.signals(2).values; 
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figure(3); %Id Iq 
p1 = plot(tout,Id,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,Iq,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2],'I_d^+','I_q^+','Location','southeast','Fontsize',24,... 
    'fontname','times'); 
title ('I_d and I_q plus','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Current (A)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([0 5]) 
ylim([-30 7.5]) 
hold off 
 
%%*** Figure 4 Data (DC Bus) 
Vdc = out.VDC.signals.values; 
 
figure(4); % DC Bus 
p1 = plot(tout,Vdc,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',3); 
hold on 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1],'V_D_C','Location','southeast','Fontsize',24,'fontname',... 
    'times'); 
title('DC Bus Voltage','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([0 5]) 
ylim([1100 1300]) 
hold off 
 
%%*** Figure 5 Data (Line Current) 
LCa = out.LC.signals(1).values; 
LCb = out.LC.signals(2).values; 
LCc = out.LC.signals(3).values; 
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figure(5); % Line Current 
subplot(2,1,1) 
p1 = plot(tout,LCa,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,LCb,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,LCc,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3],'I_a','I_b','I_c','Location','southeast','Fontsize',... 
    24,'fontname','times'); 
title('Line Current','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Current (A)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([0.45 0.70]) 
hold off 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
p1 = plot(tout,LCa,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,LCb,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,LCc,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3],'I_a','I_b','I_c','Location','southeast','Fontsize',... 
    24,'fontname','times'); 
%title('Line Current','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Current (A)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([3.4 3.7]) 
hold off 
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subplot(3,1,3) 
p1 = plot(tout,LCa,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,LCb,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,LCc,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'FontSize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3],'I_a','I_b','I_c','Location','southeast','Fontsize',... 
24,'fontname','times'); 
%title('Line Current','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Current (A)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([4.4 4.7]) 
hold off 
 
%%*** Figure 6 Data (Grid Voltage P.U. and Breaker Status) 
%%*** GRID VOLTAGE PU NEEDS ITS OWN TIME SERIES DUE TO THE 
SAMPLING RATE OF 
%%*** THE RMS BLOCK 
BreakerStatus = out.BreakerOps{1}.Values; 
 
 
tpu = out.VpuRMS.time; 
PUa = out.VpuRMS.signals(1).values; 
PUb = out.VpuRMS.signals(2).values; 
PUc = out.VpuRMS.signals(3).values; 
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figure (6) 
p1 = plot(tpu, PUa,'LineStyle','-.','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',3); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tpu, PUb,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0.8,0],'LineWidth',3); 
p3 = plot(tpu, PUc,'LineStyle','--','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',3); 
p4 = plot(BreakerStatus,'LineStyle','-.','Color',[0.333,0.176,0.502],... 
    'LineWidth',3); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3,p4],'V_a','V_b','V_c','Breaker Status','Location',... 
    'east','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times'); 
title ('Grid Voltage V_p_u','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('P.U. Voltage','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([0 5]) 
ylim([-0.1 1.25]) 
hold off 
 
%%*** Figure 7 Data 
VabcstarA = out.VabcStar.signals(1).values; %Vabc* ph A 
VabcstarB = out.VabcStar.signals(2).values; %Vabc* ph B 
VabcstarC = out.VabcStar.signals(3).values; %Vabc* ph C 
 
figure(7); 
p1 = plot(tout,VabcstarA,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',2); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,VabcstarB,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
p3 = plot(tout,VabcstarC,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0,0,0.8],'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2,p3],'V_a*','V_b*','V_c*','Location','east','Fontsize',24,... 
    'fontname','times'); 
title('Inverter Reference Voltage (V abc *)','Fontsize',28,'fontname',... 
    'times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([1 1.25]) 
hold off 
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% Grid vs. PLL Angle Used for Figure 8 
theta_ref = out.ThetaPLL.signals(1).values; %Reference Grid Angle 
theta_pll = out.ThetaPLL.signals(2).values; %PLL Grid Angle 
 
figure(8); 
subplot(2,1,1) 
p1 = plot(tout,theta_ref,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',3); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,theta_pll,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2],'\theta_r_e_f','\theta_P_L_L','Location','east',... 
    'Fontsize',24,'fontname','times'); 
title('Grid vs. PLL Angle','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([0.90 1.3]) 
ylim([-0.1 6.35]) 
hold off 
 
subplot(2,1,2) 
p1 = plot(tout,theta_ref,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',3); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,theta_pll,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
    'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2],'\theta_r_e_f','\theta_P_L_L','Location','east',... 
    'Fontsize',24,'fontname','times'); 
%title('Grid vs. PLL Angle','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([3.4 3.7]) 
ylim([-0.1 6.35]) 
hold off 
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%{ 
subplot(3,1,3) 
p1 = plot(tout,theta_ref,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.8,0,0],'LineWidth',3); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(tout,theta_pll,'LineStyle','-','Color',[0.196,0.803,0.196],... 
'LineWidth',2); 
set(gca,'color',[0.87,0.87,0.87],'Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
legend([p1,p2],'\theta_r_e_f','\theta_P_L_L','Location','east',... 
'Fontsize',24,'fontname','times'); 
%title('Grid vs. PLL Angle','Fontsize',28,'fontname','times') 
xlabel('time (s)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)','Fontsize',24,'fontname','times') 
xlim([4.25 4.60]) 
ylim([-0.1 6.35]) 
hold off 
%} 
 
 
A2-1: Block diagram for defining the grid frequency and angle 
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A2-2: First screen shot of the inverter’s block diagram. Pictured are the grid voltage subsystem, the 
OV/UV ride-through logic subsystem, the three phase breaker, grid measurement block, and the 2-level 
converter 
 
A2-3: To the right of the 2-level converter. Shows the DC bus with DC current injection and the gate 
signal generator 
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A2-4: Grid voltage and current going into the PLL control block 
 
A2-5: Grid voltage gets converted from ABC to αβγ 
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A2-6: Positive rotating side of the PLL, first half 
 
A2-7: Positive rotating side of the positive sequence PLL, second half 
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A2-8: Negative rotating side of the positive sequence PLL 
 
A2-9: Positive rotating side of the negative sequence PLL 
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A2-10: Negative rotating side of the negative sequence PLL 
 
A2-11: Id ref calculation and the cross term angles for the DDSRF current controller 
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A2-12: First part of the DDSRF current controller 
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A2-13: Delta terms of the DDSRF current controller 
 
A2-14: Vdq+/- to Vabc* for the inverter to replicate 
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A2-15: First half of the Iabc to Idq, the first half uses the positive sequence PLL angle 
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A2-16: Second half of the Iabc to Idq, the second half uses the negative sequence PLL angle 
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A2-17: Vdq to Vabc for the positive sequence components, the same circuit is used for the negative 
sequence with only the angle changed to thetaminus 
 
A2-18: First screenshot in the OV/UV trip logic subsystem. Vabc is converted to RMS per-unit. The 
reshape block was necessary to make the output 1 dimensional 
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A2-19: Return to service logic 
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A2-20: The same OV/UV logic circuit is implemented for all three phases individually. The or block 
allows each of the counter blocks to send a hit signal individually 
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A2-21: Breaker trigger signal logic. The wait to closed block is to allow the system to start-up without 
a false trip. The OV/UV trip and return to service signal get added together for the trigger signal on the 
S/H block 
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APPENDIX 3: ADDITIONAL OV/UV VOLTAGE RIDE-THROUGH TESTS 
 
All figures for this section are in the same order. The order is as follows, 
1. Per-unit grid voltage and breaker status 
2. Grid voltage line-to-neutral 
3. Line current 
4. Grid vs. PLL angle 
5. Positive sequence Vdq 
6. Positive sequence Idq 
7. DC Bus voltage 
 
Test 1: A-B Sag to 0.49 p.u. for 0.95 seconds 
 
 
 
 
A3-1 
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Test 2: A-B Sag to 0.49 p.u. for 1.05 seconds 
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Test 3: A-B Sag to 0.51 p.u. for 1.95 seconds 
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Test 4: A-B Sag to 0.51 p.u. for 2.05 seconds 
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Test 5: A-B Sag to 0.69 p.u. for 1.95 seconds 
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Test 6: A-B Sag to 0.69 p.u. for 2.05 seconds 
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Test 7: A-B Sag to 0.71 p.u. for 3.95 seconds 
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Test 8: A-B Sag to 0.71 p.u. for 4.05 seconds 
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Test 9: A-B Sag to 0.87 p.u. for 3.95 seconds 
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Test 10: A-B Sag to 0.87 p.u. for 4.05 seconds 
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Test 11: A-B Rise to 1.11 p.u. for 2.95 seconds 
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Test 12: A-B Rise to 1.11 p.u. for 3.05 seconds 
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Test 13: A-B Rise to 1.19 p.u. for 2.95 seconds 
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Test 14: A-B Rise to 1.19 p.u. for 3.05 seconds 
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